Hiring for Multiple Positions

The ASPIRE lab at the VA Rocky Mountain Mental Illness Research, Education and Clinical Center for Veteran Suicide Prevention is currently hiring.

Location: Denver, CO or Remote* *for qualified applicants

ASPIRE Lab seeks to improve suicide prevention for Veterans that are:

- Underrepresented or underserved
- Not engaged in VA healthcare
- Racial & ethnic minorities
- Women
- Unstably housed
- Justice system involved

Available Positions:

- Research/Project Coordinators
- Data Analysts, with expertise in:
  - Quantitative analysis
  - Qualitative analysis
  - Geospatial analysis
- Post-doctoral Research Fellow

ASPIRE Research Methodology

- Clinical & Epidemiological approaches to suicide prevention
- Surveys & Cohort Studies
- Qualitative Interviews & Focus Groups

ASPIRE Lab Leadership

Lindsey Monteith, PhD
Clinical Research Psychologist

Claire Hoffmire, PhD
Epidemiologist

Ryan Holliday, PhD
Clinical Research Psychologist

Interested in learning more about these open positions? E-mail Claire.Hoffmire@va.gov & Lindsey.Monteith@va.gov